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Abstract
Much recent work in the design of object-oriented programming languages has been focusing on identifying suitable
features to support so-called scalable extensibility, where the
usual extension mechanism by inheritance works in different scales of software components—that is, classes, groups
of classes, groups of groups and so on. Its typing issues has
usually been addressed by means of dependent type systems,
where nested types are seen as properties of objects. In this
work, we seek instead for a different solution, which can be
more easily applied to Java-like languages, in which nested
types are considered properties of classes.
We introduce the mechanism of variant path types, which
provide a flexible means to express intra-group relationship
(among classes) that has to be preserved through extension.
In particular, improving and extending existing works on
groups and exact types, we feature the new notions of exact
and inexact qualifications, providing rich abstractions to express various kinds of set of objects, with a flexible subtyping scheme. We formalize a safe type system for variant path
types on top of Featherweight Java. Our development results
in a complete solution for scalable extensibility, similarly to
previous attempts based on dependent type systems.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.1 [Programming
Languages]: Formal Definitions and Theory; D.3.2 [Programming Languages]: Language Classifications—Objectoriented languages; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—Classes and objects; Polymorphism; F.3.3 [Logics and Meaning of Programs]: Studies of Program Constructs—Object-oriented constructs;
Type structure
General Terms Design, Languages, Theory
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1.

Introduction

Background Much recent work in the design of objectoriented programming languages has been focusing on identifying suitable features to support extensibility not just for
individual classes, but also for groups of classes, groups of
groups and so on. This research direction is meant to make
object-oriented languages meet the requirements of scalable component-based applications: since a reusable piece of
code (namely, a component) can be implemented as a group
of cooperating classes, it would be useful to apply the traditional mechanism of inheritance to groups of classes. Researches on family polymorphism [12], higher-order structures [13], nested inheritance [25], and grouping mechanisms [3, 20, 30], all share this common goal, which we shall
refer to as scalable extensibility, the term coined in the work
by Nystrom et al. [25]. In particular, for an object-oriented
language supporting scalable extensibility, a number of features must be provided, namely: (i) a mechanism for nesting classes at an arbitrary level, (ii) an inheritance construct
seamlessly working for both single classes and groups of
classes, (iii) a flexible subtyping relation for nested classtypes, and (iv) a group-polymorphism mechanism.
It is very well known that scalable extensibility suffers
from the covariance problem: in the standard framework of
“inheritance is subtyping” of object-oriented languages, the
mutual inter-relationships of classes in the same group cannot be safely preserved by group extension. Languages supporting scalable extensibility usually solve this problem by a
rather expressive dependent type (or class) system, as in JX
[25], Scala [28], or gbeta [13] (notable exceptions include
Bruce’s work [3] and Concord [20]). Although there are several studies on simple core calculi for languages with dependent types—such as for Scala and gbeta [27, 10, 14]—such
languages are typically more complex than the standard Java
setting and more difficult to manage. In particular, the fact
that nested types are accessed through a restricted set of expressions raises subtle interactions with somewhat orthogonal aspects such as immutability of fields and variables—
see Section 5 for a more detailed discussion. It is there-

fore interesting to study whether scalable extensibility can
be achieved in a language without dependent types, for possibly easier application to mainstream Java-like languages,
by starting from existing work on self-references (MyType),
grouping mechanisms, and exact types [5, 3, 20, 29].
Our Contributions In [29], we started approaching this
issue by seeking a minimal set of features for supporting
features related to family polymorphism [12] in the context
of scalable extensibility at only one level of nesting. This
set includes an inheritance mechanism for group of classes
decoupled from subtyping, a notion of relative path types
to express mutual dependency preserved by inheritance, and
family polymorphic methods through type variables over
groups—thereby, dependent types are avoided.
In this paper, we advance this approach by supporting arbitrary levels of group hierarchies and by a new typing construct which we name variant path types1 , which achieve
flexibility and expressiveness in both subtyping and accessibility of the hierarchy. Based on our previous work [29],
this construct first extends the concept of relative path types
to work in a deeply nested structure. Then, generalizing the
notion of MyType and MyGroup in [2, 3], such types can
express self reference and mutual reference among classes
in a group, which have to be preserved by group extension.
In addition, such types feature two kinds of qualifications—
the notation to access a nested class D (as a type) inside
the class of a type T—which can be used in combination
at any level of nesting: exact (T@D) and inexact qualifications (T.D). While exact qualification supports safe polymorphism at the group level (or binary methods in a broad
sense) by restricting subtyping, inexact qualification recovers subtyping by preventing unsafe invocations of (binary)
methods. Thereby, they provide rich abstractions to express
various kinds of set of objects with flexible subtyping. The
name “variant” comes from the facts that: (i) the two kinds
of qualifications can be seen as operators that, given a path
type T, take a (nested) class name C and yield types T@C and
T.C respectively; and (ii) such operators have variance properties concerning subtyping/subclassing similarly to variant
parametric types [18] (a.k.a. wildcards [32] in Java 5.0 [15]).
More specifically, exact qualifications act as invariant: T@D is
a subtype of T@E only when D = E; and inexact qualifications
act as covariant: T.D is a subtype of T.E when D extends E
(inside the class of type T).
Our technical contributions can be summarized as follows:
• the introduction of the notion of variant path types for

safe scalable extensibility; and

• formalization of a core language ˆFJ extending Feather-

weight Java [17] (FJ) with a sound type system of variant
path types.

1 This name was derived from the metaphor of a nesting hierarchy of classes

as a directory structure in a file system.

Full potential of the expressiveness of variant path types
and applicability to mainstream languages like Java are yet
to be fully explored. Nevertheless, variant path types are
interesting for they support safe extensions of groups in a
fairly simple setting, and can then be considered as a basis
for a lightweight form of scalable extensibility.
This paper is an extended version of [19].
Rest of This Paper Section 2 describes the basic framework of classes with arbitrary level of nesting and extension; Section 3 introduces the informal syntax and semantics
of variant path types, mainly by means of examples. Then,
Section 4 develops the formal core calculus ˆFJ. Finally, Section 5 discusses related works, and Section 6 provides concluding remarks.

2.

Class Nesting and Extension

In this section, we briefly review how the notion of groups
and their extension provide scalable extensibility, by considering a simplified setting without static types.
2.1

Grouping Classes by Nesting

As in previous approaches [12, 13, 28, 25], we see a class
as both a mechanism to generate objects and one to group
classes. Considering the “graph” example [12], which is
described by a class definition like:
class Graph{
class Node{
field edges;
}
class Edge{
field src, dst;
method connect(node1, node2) {
src=node1; dst=node2;
}
}
..
method createGraph(..){..}
}

Here, we define a group of classes: classes Node and Edge
are called member classes of the group class Graph. (In
order to concentrate on the semantics of groups and their
inheritance, in this section we will use keywords field and
method, instead of types, for field/method declarations.) To
denote a nested class, we rely on the familiar notation of
C1 .C2 . · · · .Cn , which can be used e.g. to create instances
out of members Edge and Node as in the following code:
var e = new Graph.Edge(..);
var n = new Graph.Node(..);

(Again, we use the keyword var for variable declarations.)
A new instance of member Edge (Node, resp.) inside class
Graph is assigned to variable e (n, resp.).
A key idea of scalable extensibility is to extend the usual
class extension mechanism to allow a class to inherit not
only fields and methods but also member classes, which can
be further extended. For example, below is the definition of

class AST{
field root;
class Expr extends Object{
method toString(){ return ""; }
}
class Literal extends Expr {
field val;
method toString(){ return val; }
}
class Plus extends Expr {
field op1, op2;
method toString(){
return this.op1.toString()+
"+"+this.op2.toString();
}
method replaceOp1(e) { this.op1 = e; }
}
}
class ASTeval extends AST {
class Expr extends Object{
method eval(){ return 0; }
}
class Literal extends Expr{
method eval(){ return val; }
}
class Plus extends Expr{
method eval(){
return this.op1.eval() + this.op2.eval();
}
}
}

the new group class CWGraph (a class for graphs of colored
nodes and weighted edges):
class CWGraph extends Graph {
class Node {
field color;
}
class Edge {
field weight;
method connect(node1, node2) {
weight = · · · ;
super.connect(node1, node2);
}
}
}

CWGraph inherits method createGraph() and member
classes Node and Edge; furthermore, those member classes
are extended simultaneously with new fields and methods such as color, weight, and an overriding method
connect(). Hence, an instance of CWGraph.Edge has three
fields:
var e = new CWGraph.Edge(..);
· · · e.weight · · · e.src · · · e.dst · · ·

This extension mechanism is meant to work at any
depth in the structure of nesting. If Graph.Edge itself defines member classes A and B, then CWGraph.Edge.A and
CWGraph.Edge.B automatically inherit from the original
versions of A and B inside Graph.Edge.
In standard single-inheritance languages such as Java and
Smalltalk, the “complete” definition of a subclass is obtained
by composing all of its superclasses by taking overriding
into account. Here, the complete definition of a class is
obtained by recursively composing enclosing classes from
the top level down to the leaf of the nesting hierarchy [11].
For example, the complete definition of CWGraph is obtained
by composing Object, Graph and CWGraph in this order; it
composes Node and Edge in Graph with those in CWGraph,
resulting in the expected group of classes.
2.2

Extension inside Group

As discussed elsewhere [13, 25], it is reasonable to expect
members of a class to extend another class. In particular,
it would be useful to allow a member class to extend from
another in the same group to express the so-called expression
example [25, 31], as in Figure 1.
The group class AST (which stands for abstract syntax
trees) has classes Literal and Plus for abstract syntax tree
nodes that extend another member Expr of the same class.
Each member class is equipped with method toString()
to return a string representation of an abstract syntax tree.
In an extension ASTeval of AST, each member class is
extended with eval() for evaluation. As in the previous
example, ASTeval.Plus inherits fields op1 and op2 from
AST.Plus. This schema seems to naturally lead to a multiple inheritance scenario: ASTeval.Plus actually inherits
from ASTeval.Expr and AST.Plus, and both of these inherit from AST.Expr—thus leading to a typical diamond
structure. Notice that, while inheriting from ASTeval.Expr

Figure 1. Simple Expressions
is explicit through the extends clause, inheriting from
AST.Plus is implicit, as it is due to the enclosing group
extension.
As argued also in Nystrom et al. [25], however, we can
avoid problems that typically happen in ordinary multipleinheritance languages by hierarchical, recursive composition
described above. To obtain a complete definition of Plus
in ASTeval, for example, the top-level ASTeval is first
composed with AST, resulting in member classes each of
which is composed with the member class of the same name
in AST. Then, the complete definition of Plus is finally
obtained by composing Expr and Plus in the composed
ASTeval. In this way, bodies of superclasses can be given
a linear order.
Note that in general, deeper nesting structures might lead
a class to inherit from more than two classes, but the above
discussion naturally extends to such cases, as formalized in
Section 4.

3.

Variant Path Types

Built on top of this language fragment with class nesting
and hierarchical composition, we introduce variant path
types that allow a number of interesting relationships among
classes in a group to be expressed.
3.1

Absolute vs. Relative Path Types

The ability to automatically inherit member classes (in general a whole structure of nesting) is not sufficient per se to

provide a true scalable extensibility mechanism in a statically typed setting. If some relationship exists among members inside a group—e.g., in Graph we have that instances
of member Edge should hold a reference to an instance of
member Node—then we want it to be preserved through extension. That is, the same relation must automatically hold
in class CWGraph as well. More concretely, we may require
instances of Graph.Edge to hold references to instances
of Graph.Node, and instances of CWGraph.Edge to hold
references to instances of CWGraph.Node, as also argued
in Ernst [12]. In other words, cross-group references such
as an instance of CWGraph.Node being a source node of
Graph.Edge must be disallowed. However, a naive type system as in Java fails to express such an invariant: if we declare
src and dst to have type Graph.Node, then those fields
would be inherited with the same type, resulting in crossgroup reference.
To express such relationship, we introduce a new kind
of types called relative path types [29], which refer to other
classes in a “relative” way from the class where that type
appears (as in relative path expressions in the UNIX file
system). Examples of relative path types are This, This.A,
This.A.B, ^This, ^^This, ^This.A. Type This means
“the current class”—it is found in other languages [25, 4]
with a different name such as MyType [2]. Analogously,
type This.A means “member A inside the current class”,
and This.A.B “member B inside member A inside current class”. Type ^This means “the group of the current
class” (or “the enclosing class of the current class”), type
^^This “the group of the group of the current class”, and
so on. Finally, ^This.A is “member A inside the group
of the current class”, which is a type used by a class
to denote another member of its group. A general form
^ · · · ^This.C1 .C2 . · · · .Cn of relative path types is hence
understood as first going up k times in the nesting structure
(k is the number of “^”), and then going down through path
C1 .C2 .. . . .Cn .2
In the previous graph example, the intra-group relationship between Edge and Node is expressed by using type
^This.Node, which means Graph.Node in the class of
Graph.Edge and CWGraph.Node in the class of CWGraph.Edge,
and ^This.Edge. Figure 2 shows a complete graph example
written in our language. Here, nodes hold a reference to an
array of edges of type ^This.Edge and edges hold two references to source and destination nodes of type ^This.Node
to express they are from the same kind of graph. In the class
CWGraph, types of those fields are inherited as written in the
superclass and they now refer to Edge and Node in CWGraph.
This example also clarifies the need to disallow cross-group
2 An

operator similar to ^ is often introduced as a special form of qualification .out [14, 9] and, in Tribe [9], .out can appear anywhere in a path
type. We allow ^ to apply only to This or type variables (introduced later)
since in our setting—where nested classes are properties of classes, rather
than objects as in Tribe—symbol ^ in the middle of a type expression will
simply cancel a preceding qualification.

class Graph {
class Node {
^This.Edge[] es=new ^This.Edge[10];
int i=0;
void add(^This.Edge e) { es[i++] = e; }
}
class Edge {
^This.Node src, dst;
void connect(^This.Node s, ^This.Node d) {
src = s; dst = d;
s.add(this); d.add(this);
} }
..
This.Node startNode;
boolean containsNode(This.Node n){..}
boolean containsEdge(This.Edge n){..}
}
class CWGraph extends Graph {
class Node {
Color color;
}
class Edge {
int weight;
void connect(^This.Node s, ^This.Node d) {
weight = colorToWeight(s.color, d.color);
super.connect(s, d);
} }
}

Figure 2. Graph and CWGraph Classes
references: method connect() invoked through CWGraph
must take two instances of CWGraph.Node, otherwise accessing field color on them would fail.
As seen in previous section, relative path types are coupled with types of the kind C1 . · · · .Cn —which we call absolute path types, since they denote a certain class independently of the location where such a type is used.
A natural way to exploit the class structure seen above
through absolute types is as follows:
Graph g = new Graph( · · · );
···
Graph.Node n = g.startNode;
CWGraph.Edge e;
CWGraph.Node n1,n2;
···
e.connect(n1, n2);

Notice that the type of startNode is declared to be
This.Node and accessed through the absolute path type
Graph yields type Graph.Node by substituting the receiver
type Graph for This. Similarly, the argument types of
e.connect() becomes CWGraph.Node by replacing ^This
in the declared type ^This.Node with CWGraph, which is a
prefix of the receiver type CWGraph.Edge.
3.2

Exactness for Type Safety

It is very well known that scalable extensibility suffers from
the covariance problem: in the standard framework of “inheritance is subtyping” of mainstream object-oriented languages, it is not safe to use type This (and some other relative path types) in certain places such as a method argument
type.

In our graph example, although class CWGraph inherits
Graph and class CWGraph.Node implicitly inherits from
Graph.Node, assuming naively CWGraph to be a subtype
of Graph or similarly CWGraph.Node to be a subtype of
Graph.Node will break type safety as the following code
reveals:
Graph.Node n1 = new Graph.Node(..);
Graph.Node n2 = new Graph.Node(..);
Graph.Edge e = new CWGraph.Edge(..);
e.connect(n1,n2); // Unsafe call
Graph g = new CWGraph(..);
Graph.Edge e2 = g.startNode.es[0];
e2.connect(n1,n2); // Also unsafe

Since the code fragment above is trying to connect two
Graph.Nodes with a CWGraph.Edge, the call to connect()
causes the attempt to access field color on a node of type
Graph.Node, which does not have it! Actually, a similar situation occurs only by allowing subtyping between CWGraph
and Graph as the last three lines show.
To solve this problem, some language mechanism is required to ensure that the classes of e, n1, and n2 are members of the same group. The solution adopted in JX relies on
what they call dependent classes and immutable variables—
see Section 5 for a detailed discussion. We instead rely on
a simpler solution of exact types [5, 3, 4], briefly reviewed
below.
An exact type denotes instances of a single class, excluding any of its subclasses: thus exact types also plays a role
of run-time types of objects. We might use the tentative notation @(A) to mean an exact type corresponding to the class
designated by the absolute path type A: for example, exact type @(Graph.Node) consists only of instances of class
Graph.Node. On the other hand, a type Graph.Node, which
is said to be inexact, includes instances of class Graph.Node
and its subclasses, explicit or implicit.3 A method taking a
relative path type such as connect() cannot be invoked on
inexact Graph.Edge, as we do not know whether an actual
instance belongs to the group Graph or CWGraph. Thus, invocation of a method taking a relative path type is allowed
only when the receiver type is exact; the argument type obtained by replacing This (or ^ · · · ^This) will also be considered exact. In this sense, This (possibly with ^) is always
exact.
By using exact types, the type system can reject the
example above: invocation of connect() on inexact type
Graph.Edge is prohibited. If the type of e were declared to
be @(Graph.Edge) so that connect() can be invoked, the
assignment
@(Graph.Edge) e = new CWGraph.Edge(..);

3 Note that the same notation “Graph.Node” is used sometimes to denote
a single class named Node nested in Graph and sometimes to denote an
inexact type.

before the invocation would be prohibited because
@(Graph.Edge) is not a supertype of @(CWGraph.Edge).
(Expressions new will be given exact types since the class is
known.)
3.3

Exact and Inexact Qualifications and Subtyping

In the above section, @ was treated as an operator for absolute path types. However, in our setting, we have found that
it is more natural to consider that @ is rather a new kind of
qualification in addition to “.”, in order to control the degree
of exactness in a more fine-grained manner! So, for class
AST.Expr, say, variant path types now feature four kinds
of types: a fully exact type @AST@Expr (which was written
@(AST.Expr) above), partially inexact types .AST@Expr
and @AST.Expr, and finally .AST.Expr (which was written AST.Expr) with the usual meaning. We call “.” inexact qualification and “@” exact qualification. Here, @ at the
head can be considered an exact qualification over the top
level, or a package. An inexact qualification over the top
level can be omitted for syntactic analogy with Java, writing
e.g. AST.Expr instead of .AST.Expr. (In the formal calculus introduced in the next section, on the other hand, even
“the top level” will be made explicit as the symbol / and, for
example, AST.Expr will be formally written /.AST.Expr.)
The intuition behind a type like @A.B is “the common
supertype of all the members that extends B inside class
A” (@A@B included). So, type @AST.Expr is a common supertype of @AST@Expr, @AST@Literal, and @AST@Plus.
Similarly, A@B is read as “the common supertype of member B in the group A or its subclasses” (@A@B included).
So, AST@Expr is a common supertype of @AST@Expr and
@ASTeval@Expr but not @AST@Literal. Figure 3 shows
the subtyping hierarchy for abstract syntax nodes. The name
“variant path types” comes from the two kinds of qualifications, which introduce different variance with respect to
the simple class name after qualification: symbol @ acts as
invariant—T@D is a subtype of T@E only when D = E—and .
acts as covariant—T.D is a subtype of T.E when D extends
E (inside the class of T).
Now, dots in relative path types are also considered inexact qualification: for instance This.B would be “the common supertype of all the members that extends B inside the
current class”, and ^This.B “the common supertype of all
the members that extends B inside the enclosing class”. Thus,
type ^This.Expr used inside some member of AST would
denote the set of all nodes of the current version of abstract
syntax tree. Now, AST with type annotations can be written
as follows:
class AST {
class Expr {..}
class Literal extends Expr {..}
class Plus extends Expr {
^This.Expr op1, op2;
String toString(){
return this.op1.toString()
+ "+" + this.op2.toString();
}

@AST.Expr
= O _
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AST.Expr k
O

4

AST@Expr k

@AST@Expr o
4
iSSSS
i
i
i
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iiii
@AST@Literal
@AST@Plus
i
j

@ASTeval.Expr
: O c
@ASTeval@Expr
kVVVVV
gggg3
g
VVV
g
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g
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@ASTeval@Plus
@ASTeval@Literal

Figure 3. The rich subtyping hierarchy for the expression example. Dotted arrows represent subtyping while solid arrows
represent inheritance, which is not subtyping.
void replaceOp1(^This.Expr e) {
this.op1 = e; return;
}
}
}

Type ^This.Expr is used to denote the two operands of
a Plus expression. An instance of @AST@Plus can contain any @AST.Expr, that is, instances of type @AST@Plus,
or @AST@Literal, as operands, whereas an instance of
@ASTeval@Plus can contain any @ASTeval.Expr. Therefore, types This, ^This, ^^This, and so on, are exact types.
3.4 Inexact Qualification and Access Restriction
Since an inexact type is a common supertype of many exact types, it is clear from the substitutability principle that it
should provide a more restricted access to its methods and
fields than any of those exact types, and in particular, its exact version. For example, it is easy to see that @Graph@Edge
provides connect(), which takes only @Graph@Nodes (not
@CWGraph@Node), whereas Graph.Edge does not.
Actually, even a partially inexact type can allow access to
methods taking relative path types. For example, connect()
can be safely invoked on @Graph.Edge since the argument
type ^This.Node of connect() only requires arguments to
belong to the same graph—it does not require Nodes to be
exact (due to inexact qualification). The rule of thumb is that
a method taking a relative path type can be invoked when
the type replacing ^ · · · ^This is exact: in this case, ^This
in ^This.Node is replaced with exact @Graph, a prefix of
@Graph.Edge.4
4 One

might want to use ^This@Edge and ^This@Node rather than
^This.Edge and ^This.Node in the graph example in Figure 2. The
choice would not matter in this particular code because nested classes Node
and Edge do not have a binary method (such as equal() taking an argument of type This). If Node had equal(), then invoking it on s or d inside
connect() have to be prohibited because the type of s or d is (partially)
inexact. To invoke equal(), their types would have to be ^This@Node,
which is fully exact. See the discussion below, too.

To clarify the differences between ^This.C and This,
we describe an example of equal() for checking (syntactic) equality of abstract syntax trees. It also demonstrates
usefullness of partially inexact types.
A natural design choice would be to add this method to
class AST.Expr with signature boolean equal(This e),
and implement it, for example, in class Plus as follows:
class AST {
···
class Plus extends Expr{
^This.Expr op1, op2;
···
boolean equal(This e){
return this.op1.equal(e.op1) &&
this.op2.equal(e.op2);
}
}
}

Unfortunately, this implementation does not typecheck:
since equal() takes a relative path type This, which requires the receiver type to be fully exact, it cannot be invoked on this.op1 of type ^This.Expr. In fact, it should
not typecheck—it can happen that the (run-time) type of receiver this.op1 and argument e.op1 are not the same. It
is also weird that equal() takes This, since it will only
amount to allowing comparison of two ASTs whose root
nodes are of the same kind. Thus, a correct version would
take ^This.Expr instead of This to enable comparison between trees with arbitrary kinds of roots. However, simply
changing This to ^This.Expr would not work—e.op1 is
disallowed this time.
To make it work, we have to simulate multi-dispatching
based on both receiver and argument types (a similar style
of programming for Scala is shown by Zenger and Odersky [34]). A solution to this problem with variant path types
is shown in Figure 4. Each class is equipped with auxiliary
methods eqLit() and eqPlus(), specialized to different
kinds of AST nodes. In class Expr these methods provide
a default behavior to return false. Actual code of com-

class AST {
class Expr{
···
// default implementations
boolean equal(^This.Expr e){ return false;}
boolean eqLit(^This.Lit e){ return false; }
boolean eqPlus(^This.Plus e){ return false; }
}
class Lit extends Expr {
int i;
···
boolean equal(^This.Expr b) {
return b.eqLit(this);
};
boolean eqLit(^This.Lit e) {
return e.i == this.i;
}
}
class Plus extends Expr {
^This.Expr op1, op2;
···
boolean equal(^This.Expr b) {
return b.eqPlus(this);
};
boolean eqPlus(^This.Plus e) {
return this.op1.equal(e.op1) &&
this.op2.equal(e.op2);
}
}
}

Figure 4. Implementation of the method equal().
parison is coded in specialized versions, Lit.eqLit() and
Plus.eqPlus(), where the argument has the same type as
the class in which they are defined. If the argument and the
class are different kinds, the answer should be false, inherited from Expr. Finally, and more interestingly, in equal()
in Lit and Plus, the exact kind of the root of one of the
nodes (namely this) is revealed, so comparison is delegated
to specialized versions by swapping the argument and the
receiver. Note that this of type This is passed to a method
taking ^This.Lit or ^This.Plus; in general, it is safe to
allow subtyping between This and ^This.C in nested class
D that extends C. This implementation correctly typechecks
and works as expected. Moreover, it is easy to add another
kind of expressions (other than Lit and Plus) by extending
AST.
3.5

Parametric Methods for Group-Polymorphic
Methods

One of the central ideas in family polymorphism [12] is
that it should be possible to develop functionalities that can
work uniformly over different families. Recasting it to our
framework, it means that we should be able to write methods
accepting as formal arguments instances of members of the
same group, where different invocations may be concerned
about different groups.
As an example, we consider the method connectAll()
that takes as input an array of edges and two nodes of any
group (of graphs) and connects each edge to the two nodes.
We achieve it by adding parametric methods in the style of

Java 5.0 to our language, but with new features of exact
type variables with qualification. More concretely, method
connectAll() is written as follows:
<exact G extends Graph>
static void connectAll(G@Edge[] es,
G@Node n1, G@Node n2) {
for (int i: es) {
es[i].connect(n1,n2);
}
}

Method connectAll() is defined as parametric in an exact
type variable G—which represents the group used for each
invocation—with upper-bound Graph; and the arguments
are of type G@Edge[], G@Node and G@Node, respectively. It
can be invoked as follows:
@Graph@Edge[] ges = · · · ;
@Graph@Node gn1 = · · · , gn2 = · · · ;
@CWGraph@Edge[] ces = · · · ;
@CWGraph@Node cn1 = · · · , cn2 = · · · ;
<@Graph>connectAll(ges, gn1, gn2);
// OK
<@CWGraph>connectAll(ces, cn1, cn2); // OK
<@Graph>connectAll(ces, gn1, gn2);
// compile-time error
<Graph>connectAll(ces, gn1, gn2);
// compile-time error

In the first invocation of the example code, instantiation
of G with @Graph is specified, hence edges and nodes of
family Graph can be passed, and similarly in the second
invocation for CWGraph. The third invocation is not well
typed, as ces has type @CWGraph@Edge[], which does not
belong to the group @Graph. (In other words, it is not a
subtype of @Graph@Edge[].) Finally, the last one is not well
typed, either, since an inexact type Graph is passed to an
exact type variable. Notice that the introduction of exact type
variables is crucial: connect() is allowed to be invoked in
the method body exactly for the reason that G is an exact type
and, if the fourth invocation were allowed, it would lead to
unsoundness.
Finally, as developed in our previous work [29], a type
inference mechanism can also be designed by extending that
in Java 5.0, so that the instantiation of type variables can be
automatically inferred—it is left for future work.

4.

Formalizing Variant Path Types

In this section, we formalize the ideas described in the
previous section as a small core calculus called ˆFJ based
on Featherweight Java [17]. What we model here includes
nested classes with hierarchical composition, variant path
types, and parametric methods only with exact type variables, as well as the usual features of FJ, that is, fields, object instantiation, and recursion by this. In ˆFJ, a nested
class can extend either Object, which is an empty class,
or another class in the same group, though some other languages [20, 25] allow a more liberal style of inheritance. We
drop typecasts since one of our points is to show scalable extensibility is possible without resorting to typecasts, which

are used to get around restrictions imposed by a naive type
system. We assume every type variable to be exact for simplicity and hence drop the exact keyword; non-exact type
variables would be easy to add.
4.1

Syntax

The abstract syntax of types, class declarations, method declarations, and expressions is given in below. Here, n is a natural number (0 or positive integers); the metavariables C and
D range over (simple) class names; X and Y range over (exact) type variables; S, T, U, and V range over types; f and g
range over field names; m ranges over method names; and x
ranges over variables.
A
E
T
L
M
e

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

/ | A@C
run-time types
/ | Xn | E@C
exact types
/ | Xn | T@C | T.C
types
class C / C { T f; L M }
classes
methods
<X/T>T m(T x){return e;}
x | e.f | e.<E>m(e) | new A(e) expressions

Following the custom of FJ, we put an over-line
for a possibly empty sequence. Furthermore, we abbreviate pairs of sequences in a similar way, writing “T f;” for “T1 f1 ;. . . ; Tn fn ;”, where n is the
length of T and f, and “this.f=f;” as shorthand for
“this.f1 =f1 ;. . . ;this.fn =fn ;” and so on. Sequences
of field declarations, parameter names, method definitions,
nested class definitions are assumed to contain no duplicate
names. So, we sometimes view a sequence as a mapping: for
example, L(C) denotes a class Li of name C and similarly for
M. We write the empty sequence as •, denote the length of a
sequence using | · | and concatenation of sequences using a
comma. Unlike the previous section, we make the top level
explicit as / in the formal syntax but we often abbreviate
/@C to @C and /.C to C.
Run-time types, which represent classes from which objects are instantiated, are also called absolute path types,
whereas types starting with Xn , which corresponds to ^ · · · ^X
(with ^ n times) in the previous section, are called relative
path types. X0 is abbreviated to X by omitting the superscript. Here, we extend the prefixing operation from This to
all type variables. Also note that for notational convenience
we use absolute path types such as @C@D, instead of the
common notation C.D used in the last section, for new expressions and names of classes. A qualification of the form
@C is called exact whereas .C is called inexact. In particular,
a type without any inexact qualification is called an exact
type, ranged over by E as shown above.
As in FJ, Object is a special class name, whose definition
does not appear in the class table. Moreover, in ˆFJ, qualifications @Object and .Object are allowed everywhere
even though @A@Object is not defined in the class table. Allowing such qualifications makes the definitions of lookup
functions simple: @A@Object is simply assumed to have no

members. We include / (read “top-level”) without any qualification also mostly for technical convenience and, as seen
in rules for well-formed types and typing, / by itself cannot
appear in any program texts.
A class declaration consists of its name, the simple name
of its superclass, field declarations, methods, and nested
classes. The symbol / is read “extends.” A method declaration can be parameterized by exact type variables X. Since
the language is functional, the body of a method is a single
return statement. An expression is either a variable, field
access, method invocation, or object creation. We assume
that the set of (type) variables includes the special variable
this (This, resp.), which cannot be used as the name of a
(type, resp.) parameter of a method.
A class table CT is a finite mapping from run-time
types A to (top-level or nested) class declarations and is assumed to satisfy the following sanity conditions to identify
a class table with a set of top-level classes: (1) CT(A@C) =
class C · · · for every A@C ∈ dom(CT); (2) if CT(A@C)
has a nested class declaration L of name D, then CT(A@C@D) =
L; and (3) A@Object 6∈ dom(CT) for any A ∈ dom(CT). A
program is a pair (CT, e) of a class table and an expression.
To lighten the notation in what follows, we always assume a
fixed class table CT.
4.2

Hierarchical Composition and Lookup Functions

As discussed in Section 2, a complete definition of a nested
class is obtained by propagating composition of enclosing classes in a top-down manner. We define a function
classes(A) to list up nested classes inside A after hierarchical
composition of A. It requires the following auxiliary operator
L1 ⇐L2 to compose a superclass L1 with a subclass L2 :
class C / D{T f; L1 M1 }
⇐class C / D{U g; L2 M2 }
= class C / D {T f; U g; (L1 ⇐L2 ) (M1 ⇐M2 )}
Here, L1 ⇐L2 denotes the set union of classes from L1 and
L2 where classes of the same name are recursively composed
by ⇐. Similarly, M1 ⇐M2 denotes the set union of methods
from M1 and M2 where methods in M2 have priorities over the
method of the same name in M1 , since M2 are overriding definitions. Their straightforward definitions are omitted here
for brevity. In the definition of L1 ⇐L2 , the extends clauses
have to match in order to preserve inheritance structure of
nested classes.
Actually, we define a more general function classes(A, i)
instead of classes(A), which is considered classes(A, n)
where n is the length of A (that is, the number of simple class names in A). The auxiliary argument i, which is
a natural number, controls how deep hierarchical composition is performed to list up nested classes: for example,
classes(@C@D, 0) lists up only the nested classes that appears
in CT(@C@D) without taking inheritance into account at all;
classes(@C@D, 1) will compose the top-level class C with its

superclasses and returns nested classes appearing exactly in
D. In most cases, we use the specialized version classes(A);
the significance of the auxiliary argument will be clarified in
typing of classes.
The definition of classes(A, i) appears at the top of Figure 5. The first rule says that A@Object has no nested
classes and the second that / is the top-level. The third rule,
which deals with full composition, means that nested classes
in A@C are obtained by composing nested classes in C in
classes(A, i) with those in its superclass A@D. Note that L are
also the result of composition till the depth of the enclosing
class A. The fourth rule, on the other hand, means that, when
i is less than the length of A@C, nested classes in A@D are
ignored.
For example, consider the following ˆFJ classes:
class AST extends Object {
class Expr extends Object {
T m() { return e_1; }
}
class Lit extends Expr {
}
class Plus extends Expr {
T m() { return e_3; }
}
}
class ASTE extends AST {
class Expr extends Object {
}
class Lit extends Expr {
T m() { return e_5; }
}
class Plus extends Expr {
T m() { return e_6; }
}
}

Then, classes(/@ASTE, 1) returns nested classes Expr, Lit,
Plus obtained by composing ones inside ASTE and its superclass AST, i.e.,
class Expr extends Object {
T m() { return e_1; }
}
class Lit extends Expr {
T m() { return e_5; }
}
class Plus extends Expr {
T m() { return e_6; }
}

Here, method m in class @AST@Plus has disappeared as it
is overridden by one in class @ASTE@Plus, which implicitly
extends @AST@Plus.
At this point, we can check that there are no cycles in the
inheritance relation at all levels. First, cycles at the top level
can be easily detected; if there is no cycle, then classes(@C)
is defined for any @C ∈ dom(CT). Second, the absence of cycles in classes(@C) can be checked for each C, ensuring welldefinedness of classes(@C@D) for any D ∈ dom(classes(@C)).
We can repeat this procedure until the maximum level of
nesting is reached.
One may wonder if cycles can be detected earlier when
a class table is given or later as part of typechecking. First
of all, cycles can be detected only when hierarchical com-

position is taken into account: for example, class C2 in the
classes below
class C1 {
class D1 extends D2 {}
}
class C2 extends C1 {
class D2 extends D1 {}
}

contains a cycle of nested classes D1 and D2 but it cannot
be detected unless C1 and C2 are composed. Of course, C1
is already an ill-formed class since D2, specified as the superclass of D1, is missing. However, cycles should be detected before typechecking—the process in which we find
C1 is ill formed—because typechecking uses lookup functions, which works only when there are no cycles. Thus, cycles should be detected now. In what follows, we assume
there are no cycles in the given class table.
Thanks to classes(A, i), it is now easy to define functions
to look up fields and methods from a given class name. The
definitions of field/method lookup functions are also in Figure 5. Function fields(A, i), which is similar to classes(A, i),
enumerates all field names of A (and its superclasses) with
their types. Similarly, mtype(m, A, i) returns the signature of
method m in A.
Now, it is fairly easy to read off how class bodies are linearized, i.e., in what order members are looked up: for example, methods of an instance of @ASTE@Lit will be searched
in @ASTE@Lit, @AST@Lit, @ASTE@Expr, and @AST@Expr in
this order.

4.3

Type System

The main judgments of the type system consist of one for
type equivalence ∆ ` S ≡ T, one for matching ∆ ` E1 <#
E2 , one for subtyping ∆ ` S <: T, one for type wellformedness ∆ ` T ok, and one for typing ∆; Γ ` e : T.
Here, ∆, called bound environment, is a finite mapping written X<:T from type variables X to types T and records declarations of type variables with their respective upper bounds.
Similarly, Γ, called type environment, is a finite mapping
written x:T from variables x to T and records declarations
of method parameters with their respective types. As seen
later, ∆ usually contains This<:T, in which T represents the
class where the judgment is made.
Following the custom of FJ [17], we abbreviate a sequence of judgments in the obvious way: ∆ ` S1 <: T1 , . . . ,
∆ ` Sn <: Tn to ∆ ` S <: T (similarly for type equivalence
and matching); ∆ ` T1 ok, . . . , ∆ ` Tn ok to ∆ ` T ok; and
∆; Γ ` e1 :T1 , . . . , ∆; Γ ` en :Tn to ∆; Γ ` e:T.
4.3.1

Auxiliary Definitions

We first define a few auxiliary operations used in typing
rules. Tn denotes a type obtained by dropping the last n

classes(A, i)
(L are all top-level classes)
classes(/, i) = L

classes(A@Object, i) = •
i ≥ |A@C|

classes(A@D, i) = L0

class C / D { · · · L · · · } ∈ classes(A, i)
classes(A@C, i) = L0 ⇐L
i < |A@C|

class C / D { · · · L · · · } ∈ classes(A, i)
classes(A@C, i) = L

fields(A, i)
fields(A@Object, i) = •
class C / D {T f; · · · } ∈ classes(A, i)
fields(A@D, i) = U g
fields(A@C, i) = U g, T f
mtype(m, A, i)
i < |A@C|
n ≥ |A@C|

class C / D { · · · M } ∈ classes(A, i)
<X/U>S0 m(S x){ · · · } ∈ M
mtype(m, A@C, i) = <X/U>S→S0

m 6∈ M
class C / D { · · · M } ∈ classes(A, i)
mtype(m, A@C, i) = <X/U>S→S0

mtype(m, A@D, i) = <X/U>S→S0

Figure 5. ˆFJ: Lookup Functions
qualifications from T; it is defined by:
Objectn
T0
(Xn )m
(T@C)n
(T.C)n

=
=
=
=
=

An exact type substitution [T/@X], which requires an exact
type when Xn is replaced, is similarly defined below:

Object
T
Xn+m
Tn−1
(n > 0)
Tn−1
(T.C 6= Object, n > 0)

Note that (·)n is an operation on types whereas Xn is just a
syntactic entity.
By using the prefixing operation, (simultaneous) type
substitution [T/X] of types for type variables is defined as
follows:
[T/X]/
=
[T/X]Xni
=
[T/X]Yn
=
[T/X](S@C) =
[T/X](S.C) =

/
Tni
Yn (if Y 6∈ X)
([T/X]S)@C
([T/X]S).C

Note that Xn is replaced with the corresponding prefix of T.
[T/X]e is defined straightforwardly.

[T/@X]/
[T/@X]Xi n
[T/@X]Yn
[T/@X](S@C)
[T/@X](S.C)

=
=
=
=
=

/
Ti n
(if Tn is exact)
n
Y
(if Y 6∈ X)
([T/@X]S)@C
([T/@X]S).C

Notice that the argument T may contain inexact qualifications: for example, [@C.D1 /@X]X^1@D2 = @C@D2 (whereas
[C.D1 /@X]X^1@D2 is undefined).
exact(T) (inexact(T), resp.) denotes a type in which all
inexact (exact, resp.) qualifications in T are replaced by exact
(inexact, resp.) ones. They are defined by:
exact(/)
=
exact(Xn )
=
exact(T@C)
=
inexact(T@C) =
4.3.2

inexact(/)
inexact(Xn )
exact(T.C)
inexact(T.C)

=
=
=
=

/
Xn
exact(T)@C
inexact(T).C

Type Equivalence

The judgment ∆ ` S ≡ T can be read “type S is equivalent
to T under ∆.” The rules are shown in Figure 6. The first
three rules say that it is indeed an equivalence relation, and

the last two that it is a congruence. The key rule is the fourth
rule, which says that if the upperbound of a type variable is
exact, then the two types are in fact equivalent. The fifth rule
means that if Xn is equivalent to an exact type E@C, then its
enclosing class Xn+1 is to E and hence Xn and Xn+1 @C are
equivalent: for example,
X <: @Graph@Node ` X ≡ X1 @Node
can be derived.
4.3.3 Matching
The subtyping relation will be defined by using the inheritance relation, which is formalized as matching here. The
judgment ∆ ` E1 <# E2 can be read “exact type E1 matches
E2 ” or simply “E1 extends E2 .” The rules are shown in Figure 6. The matching relation is a partial order including type
equivalence and @Object as the top element, as seen in the
first three rules. The fourth rule means that, if X is assumed
to be a subtype of T, then it must extend exact(T) whatever
it is instantiated with. The fifth rule is similar to the fifth rule
for type equivalence: for example, the matching judgment
This <: Graph.Node ` This <# This1 @Node
can be derived by this rule. The last rule deals with extends
clauses.
4.3.4 Subtyping
The judgment form for subtyping ∆ ` S <: T can be read
“S is subtype of T under ∆.” Subtyping rules are shown
in Figure 6. As usual, subtyping is reflexive and transitive
with Object as the top type and a type variable (with some
prefixing) is a subtype of (the corresponding prefix of) its
declared upper bound. The sixth rule intuitively means that
exactness can be forgotten. The third last rule might look
counterintuitive since exact qualification works covariantly.
Note that, however, if T is not exact, the resulting type
T@C is not exact, either. For example, @ASTeval@Plus is a
subtype of AST@Plus, which includes Plus from both AST
and ASTeval. The last rule roughly means that inexact types
are related if one inherits the other—it is parallel to the last
rule of matching.

typing rules are shown in Figure 7; readers who are familiar
with languages with matching [2], in particular LOOJ [4],
will notice some similarities.
The key rules are T-F IELD for field access and T-I NVK
for method invocation. The rule T-F IELD means that the type
of field access e0 .fi is obtained by looking up field declarations from the class that matches the receiver type. Note that,
if fi ’s type is declared to be relative, then Thisi will be replaced with the corresponding prefix of the receiver type: for
example, if fields(@CWGraph@Node) = This1 @Edge edg
and Γ = x : @CWGraph@Node, y : This1 @Node, then
This<:CWGraph.Node; Γ ` x.edg : @CWGraph@Edge
This<:CWGraph.Node; Γ ` y.edg : This1 @Edge.
In this way, accessing a field of relative path type gives a
relative path type only when the receiver is also given a
relative path type.
In T-I NVK, the first line means that the type of the receiver T0 matches (i.e., inherits) a class A that has method m
with the signature <X/U>T→S0 . The second and third lines
roughly mean that the actual type arguments must be subtypes of the corresponding upperbounds U and the types of
the actual value arguments must be subtypes of the corresponding formal; the substitution is applied since Ui may include Xi , . . . , Xi−1 and T may include X. As discussed in the
last section, binary methods can be invoked only when the
receiver type is exact and, in general, prefixed This must be
exact5 . For example, assume
mtype(@Graph@Edge, connect)
= (This1 @Node, This1 @Node)→ void .
Then
·; x : @Graph@Edge, y : @Graph@Node
` x.connect(y,y) : void
should be derived but not
·; x : Graph.Edge, y : @Graph@Node
` x.connect(y,y) : void .
In order to express this condition, we use exact type substitution [T/@X] defined before. In this example,

4.3.5 Type Well-formedness
The judgment form for well formed types is ∆ ` T ok, read
as “T is well formed under ∆.” The type well-formedness
rules are also in Figure 6. A type is well formed when the
class that the type points to in A exists. Even when the class
of a given name is not in the domain of the class table, it may
implicitly exist, due to nested inheritance, hence the function
classes is used in the last two rules. Note that A@Object or
A.Object is always well formed if A is well formed.

[Graph.Edge/@This]This1 @Node
is not well defined, making the second judgment above not
derivable. Note that, even if the receiver type T0 contains
inexact qualification, [T0 /@This] may succeed as in
[@Graph.Edge/@This1 @Node]This1 @Node = @Graph@Node.
So,
·; x : @Graph.Edge, y : @Graph@Node
` x.connect(y,y) : void

4.3.6 Typing
Typing for expressions. The typing judgment form Γ `
e : T is read “expression e is given type T under Γ.” The

is derivable.
5 This

requirement is essentially the same as exactness preservation [26].

∆`S≡T
∆`S≡T
∆`T≡S

∆`T≡T

∆`S≡T
∆`T≡U
∆`S≡U

X<:T ∈ ∆
Tn = S@C
∆ ` Xn ≡ Xn+1 @C

X<:T ∈ ∆
Tn is exact
∆ ` Xn ≡ Tn
∆`S≡T
∆ ` S@C ≡ T@C

∆`S≡T
∆ ` S.C ≡ T.C

∆ ` E1 <# E2
∆ ` E1 <# E2
∆ ` E2 <# E3
∆ ` E1 <# E3

∆ ` E1 ≡ E2
∆ ` E1 <# E2

∆ ` E <# @Object

X<:U ∈ ∆
exact(Un ) = E@C
n
∆ ` X <# Xn+1 @C

X<:T ∈ ∆
∆ ` Xn <# exact(Tn )
∆ ` E1 <# E2
∆ ` E1 @C <# E2 @C

∆ ` E <# A

class C / D { · · · } ∈ classes(A)
∆ ` E@C <# E@D

∆ ` S <: T
∆`S≡T
∆ ` S <: T

∆ ` S <: T
∆ ` T <: U
:
∆`S< U

X<:T ∈ ∆
Tn = S.C
n : n+1
∆`X < X
.C

X<:T ∈ ∆
∆ ` Xn <: Tn
∆ ` S <: T
∆ ` S@C <: T@C

∆ ` T@C <: T.C
∆ ` exact(T) <# A

∆ ` S <: T
∆ ` S.C <: T.C

class C / D { · · · } ∈ classes(A)
∆ ` T.C <: T.D

∆ ` T ok
∆ ` @Object ok

∆ ` T <: Object

∆ ` Object ok

X<:T ∈ ∆
∆ ` Tn ok
∆ ` Xn ok
class C / D { · · · } ∈ classes(/)
∆ ` C ok

class C / D { · · · } ∈ classes(/)
∆ ` @C ok
∆ ` T ok

∆ ` exact(T) <# A

(class C / D { · · · } ∈ classes(A) or C = Object)
∆ ` T@C ok

∆ ` T ok

∆ ` exact(T) <# A

(class C / D { · · · } ∈ classes(A) or C = Object)
∆ ` T.C ok

Figure 6. ˆFJ: Rules for type equivalence, matching, subtyping, and type well-formedness
Typing for methods. The judgment for well-formed methods is of the form ` M ok in A, read “method M is ok in
A.” The rule T-M ETHOD checks whether the method body
is well typed, provided that this is of type This and that
formal type and value parameters are given declared upper
bounds and declared types, respectively. This is bounded by
inexact(A), where A is the class name in which the method is
declared, since the method, which may be inherited to subclasses of A, has to work for any subclass of A. Like FJ, the

signatures of overriding methods must be identical (modulo
renaming of type parameters) with the overridden, but, unlike FJ, this condition will be checked by T-C LASS.
Typing for classes. The judgment for classes is of the form
` L ok in A, read “class L is ok in A.” The rule T-C LASS
means that a class is well formed if (1) its superclass, field
types, nested classes, and methods are all well formed; and
(2) methods are correctly overriding. The second line means

∆; Γ ` e : T
∆; Γ ` x : Γ(x)
∆; Γ ` e0 : T0

(T-VAR)

∆ ` exact(T0 ) <# A
fields(A) = T f
∆; Γ ` e0 .fi : [T0 /This]Ti

(T-F IELD)

∆; Γ ` e0 : T0

∆ ` exact(T0 ) <# A
mtype(m, A) = <X/U>T→S0
∆ ` E ok
∆ ` E <: [E/X][T0 /@This]U
∆; Γ ` e : S
∆ ` S <: [E/X][T0 /@This]T
∆; Γ ` e0 .<E>m(e) : [E/X, T0 /This]S0

∆ ` A0 ok

fields(A0 ) = T f
∆; Γ ` e : S
∆; Γ ` new A0 (e) : A0

(T-I NVK)

∆ ` S <: ([A0 /This]T)

(T-N EW)

` M ok in A
∀i ∈ 1..|U|.(This<:inexact(A), X1 <:U1 , . . . , Xi−1 <:Ui−1 ` Ui ok)
∆ = This<:inexact(A), X<:U
∆ ` T0 , T ok
∆; this : This, x : T ` e : S0
∆ ` S0 <: T0
` <X/U>T0 m(T x){ return e; } ok in A

(T-M ETHOD)

` L ok in A
This<:C1 . · · · .Cn−1 ` T ok
` L ok in @C1 @ · · · @Cn
` M ok in @C1 @ · · · @Cn
` class D/D0 {} ok in @C1 @ · · · @Cn
for any
D such that class D/D0 { · · · } ∈ classes(@C1 @ · · · @Cn ) and D 6∈dom(L),
for any m, i ∈ {1, . . . , |A@C|},

 if mtype(m, @C1 @ · · · @Cn , i − 1) = <Y/U>S→S0 and


 class Ci /Ci 0 {..} ∈ classes(@C1 @ · · · @Ci−1 , i − 1) and 



 mtype(m, @C1 @ · · · @C0 i @ · · · @Cn , i) = <Y/U0 >S0 →S0 0 ,
0
0 0
then U , S0 , S = U, S0 , S
` class Cn / Cn 0 { T f; L M } ok in @C1 @ · · · @Cn−1

(T-C LASS)

Figure 7. ˆFJ: Typing Rules
that a nested class D implicitly inherited inside Cn is equivalent to an explicit class with the empty body and it must
be well-formed, too. This condition ensures the signatures
of methods inherited from all superclasses of @C1 · · · @Cn @D
are identical.
The last big condition ensures correct method overriding,
which is more involved to check than it may first appear,
because one class may inherit definitions from multiple superclasses. For concreteness, consider a class @C1 @C2 @C3 to
see what this condition means. When i = 1, it says

if mtype(m, @C1 @C2 @C3 , 0) = <Y/U>S→S0
and class C1 /C1 0 {..} ∈ classes(/, 0) and
mtype(m, @C1 0 @C2 @C3 , 1) = <Y/U0 >S0 →S0 0 , then
U0 , S0 0 , S0 = U, S0 , S.

It means that the signature of a method defined exactly in
@C1 @C2 @C3 is the same as the one inherited from @C1 0 @C2 @C3
(or @C1 00 @C2 @C3 , and so on). So, it amounts to checking
consistency of the signatures of the methods in the class
@C1 @C2 @C3
against those defined (if any) in the lowest class in the chain
of classes
@C0 1 @C2 @C3 <# @C00 1 @C2 @C3 <# · · ·
(where @C1 <# @C1 0 <# @C1 00 ). When i = 2, the condition
implies the consistency of the signatures of the methods in
the classes that appear in the previous step
@C1 @C2 @C3 <# @C0 1 @C2 @C3 <# @C00 1 @C2 @C3 <# · · ·

T HEOREM 1 (Subject Reduction). If ∅; ∅ ` e : T and e −→
e0 , then ∅; ∅ ` e0 : T0 , for some T0 such that ∅ ` T0 <: T.

against those in the plane of classes

@C1 @C0 2 @C3

<#

<# @C0 1 @C00 2 @C3

<#

@C1 @C00 2 @C3

<#

..
.

<#

..
.

<#

@C0 1 @C0 2 @C3

<# · · ·
<# · · ·

(where @C2 <# @C2 0 <# @C2 00 ). Note that, in this step, methods inherited from different directions, that is, @C0 1 @C2 @C3
and @C1 @C0 2 @C3 are checked against each other, even if
@C1 @C2 @C3 does not have a method m. Finally, when i = 3,
the merged plane, obtained by combining the chain and the
plane above, is checked against the three dimension space,
which covers @C1 @C2 @C3 ’s all superclasses, which have not
been covered in the previous steps.
Finally, a program (CT, e) is well formed if all (top-level)
classes in CT are well formed and ∅; ∅ ` e : T for some T.
4.4

Operational Semantics

The operational semantics is given by the reduction relation
of the form e −→ e0 , read “expression e reduces to e0 in
one step.” We require another lookup function mbody(m, A),
of which we omitted the obvious definition, for the method
body with formal (type) parameters, written <X>(x)e, of
given method and class names.
The reduction rules are given below. We write [d/x, e/y]e0
for the expression obtained from e0 by replacing x1 with d1 ,
. . . , xn with dn , and y with e. There are two reduction rules,
one for field access and one for method invocation, which
are straightforward, thanks to lookup functions. The reduction rules may be applied at any point in an expression, so
we also need the obvious congruence rules(if e −→ e0 then
e.f −→ e0 .f, and the like), omitted here.
fields(A) = T f
new A(e).fi −→ ei
mbody(m, A) = <X>(x)e0
new A(e).<E>m(d) −→
[d/x, new A(e)/this][E/X, A/This]e0

(R-F IELD)

(R-I NVK)

We write −→∗ for the reflexive and transitive closure of −→.
4.5

Type Soundness

The type system is sound with respect to the operational semantics, as expected. Type soundness is proved in the standard manner via subject reduction and progress [33, 17]. For
brevity, we only sketch the proofs in Appendix; full proofs
appear in an extended version of the paper, available at
http://www.sato.kuis.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~igarashi/
papers/.
The set of values, mentioned in Theorem 2, are defined
by: v ::= new A(v), where v can be empty.

T HEOREM 2 (Progress). If ∅; ∅ ` e : A and e is not a value,
then e −→ e0 , for some e0 .
T HEOREM 3 (Type Soundness). If ∅; ∅ ` e : T and e −→
e0 with e0 being a normal form, then e0 is a value v such that
∅; ∅ ` v : A, for some A such that ∅ ` A <: T.

5.

Related Work and Discussion

Nested Inheritance. The present work has emerged as an
enhancement of language constructs for lightweight family
polymorphism [29], with arbitrary levels of nesting, explicit
inheritance between nested classes in the same group, and
generalized relative path types with inexact qualification.
The resulting language design is very close to Nystrom et
al.’s JX language [25], though without exploiting dependent
types(/classes).
JX supports an extension mechanism called nested inheritance that allows an inheritance hierarchy to be nested in
another class and such a hierarchy to be inherited and extended by extending the enclosing class, just as our proposal.
Indeed, it is very similar how class definitions are composed.
Moreover, JX allows a class to extend another class outside
the group.
Key ideas in their type system are dependent classes and
prefix types. Dependent classes are type expressions of the
form p.class, which means p’s run-time class (here, p is
a sequence of final field accesses on a final variable). Using dependent classes, a method equal() would take an
argument of type this.class, which guarantees that the
run-time classes of the receiver and the argument agree.
The notion called prefix types is usually used with dependent classes to express an enclosing class of a dependent
class. For example, Graph[n.class] means n.class’s innermost enclosing class, which is a subclass of Graph. By
combining the fact that inheritance is considered subtyping,
they are useful when two arguments have to share the same
enclosing class as in connect all() as in Section 3. For
example, here is its variant make loop() written in JX.
void make_loop(final Graph.Node n,
Graph[n.class].Edge e) {
n.src = n.dst = e;
}

JX’s static type system guarantees that the actual argument’s run-time types share the same enclosing class, which
must be a subclass of Graph. Since inheritance is subtyping, CWGaph.Node is a subtype of Graph.Node and so
make loop() can be invoked with CWGraph.Node and
CWGraph.Edge. Since types now refer to expressions, the
interaction with side-effects must be taken into account; JX
poses the restriction that .class can be preceded only by
a sequence of zero or more accesses of final fields to final
variables (including this) to avoid the meaning of the same

dependent class expression to change at different program
points. That’s why n is (and must be) qualified with final.
On the other hand, our language design is completely orthogonal to assignments, which are therefore not considered
in ˆFJ calculus—we expect they can be easily and safely
added with the usual typing rule.
Instead of dependent classes, we use type variables and
This to achieve the separation of types and expressions for
ease of typechecking. In particular, we observe that value
arguments of JX also play the role of type arguments. It
will be more apparent by comparing with the definition of
make loop() in our language:
<exact X extends Graph.Node>
void make_loop(X n, ^X@Edge e) { · · · }

Notice that X plays the role of n.class in the JX code.
Following how connect all() is written is Section 3, it
can also be written
<exact X extends Graph>
void make_loop(X@Node n, X@Edge e) { · · · }

We believe that separating type variables gives more intuitive method signatures, especially when parametric types
are involved; for example, if connect all(), which takes
arrays, is to be written in JX, the method definition seems to
be something like:
void connect_all(final Graph g,
g.class.Edge[] es,
g.class.Node[] ns) { · · · }

or
void connect_all(final Graph.Edge e,
e.class[] es,
Graph[e.class].Node[] ns) { · · · }

which requires a value parameter g or e, which is not required by the method body.
One consequence of this design of JX seems that, as opposed to the common understanding, subtyping does not
quite imply substitutability, which we think is not very intuitive: if an expression in a program is replaced with another,
which is of a subtype of the original, the program can become ill-typed. For example, suppose class C, which has the
subclass D, has method equal() that takes an argument of
type this.class. Then, c.equal(c) would be well typed
under the assumption that c has type C. Since D is a subtype
of C in JX, one might expect that d of type D would be substitutable for c and so d.equal(c) would be also well typed
but, in fact, it is not. In our type system, subtyping implies
substitutability thanks to the distinction between exact and
inexact qualifications: c.equal(c) is allowed only when c
is given an exact type @C and it can be replaced only by another expression of the same exact type.
More recently, Nystrom, Qi, and Myers [26] have extended JX to support the mechanism called nested intersection, which is similar to symmetric mixin composition in
Scala [28, 27]. It would be interesting future work to add
nested intersection to ˆFJ.

Matching. A series of work [2, 7, 6, 4] by Bruce and his
colleagues has been addressing statically safe type systems
for languages with the notion of MyType (corresponding to
This in this paper). As we have also discussed, even if one
class extends another, the object type from the former is
not always a subtype of that from the latter due to binary
methods—methods whose argument types include MyType.
Instead of subtyping, they introduce the matching relation
on object types, which reflects the class hierarchy and plays
an important role in typechecking binary methods. In the
language called LOOM [6], the notion of hash types of
the form #T is introduced; #T behaves as a common supertype6 of all types that match T but binary methods cannot
be invoked on it. Our inexact qualification can be considered a generalization of hash types in the context of nested
classes. It may be worth noting that in some other languages
of theirs [5, 3, 4], hash types are “default” (requiring no special symbols such as #) and objects types on which binary
methods can be invoked are called exact types and written
@T.
Also, they have introduced match-bounded polymorphic
methods [7] to describe generic methods that work on different types that match the same interface. Polymorphic methods in this paper can be viewed as match-bounded polymorphic methods in disguise, since if an exact type E is a subtype of T, then E matches exact(T). Our choice is mainly for
the sake of familiarity and uniformity with usual subtypebounded polymorphic methods.
Later, the notion of MyType is extended from self-recursive
object types to mutually recursive object types, resulting in
the notion of MyGroup [5, 8, 3]. Here, mutually recursive
classes are put in a group, which is extensible just as classes,
and MyGroup, which changes its meaning along group extension, is used to express mutual references among classes.
In this paper, groups and classes are unified into a single
mechanism of classes, which can be arbitrarily nested. Accordingly, MyType and MyGroup are unified into a relative
path type Thisn .
Concord [20] is another language that also has the notion
of groups and MyGroup. A main difference from the present
work is that Concord does not support nesting of groups but
allows a class in a group to extend an absolute type, a class
outside the enclosing group. It would be interesting future
work to extend our language to allow a class to extend nonsiblings.
Virtual Classes. Historically, virtual classes [21] (more
precisely, virtual patterns) in Beta [22] have been very influential to much work on the design of languages that support
scalable extensibility by using nesting structure of classes.
The basic idea of virtual classes is to allow classes to be
attributes of objects just as methods, by putting nested class
6 Subtyping

is not explicitly mentioned in their paper but there are typing
rules to convert from one (exact) type to its hash version and from a hash
type to another hash type which is matched by the former.

definitions in another class and those nested classes to be
inherited and further extended in a subclass. Although the
original proposal was not statically type-safe, virtual classes
are useful to describe not only generic data structures but
also mutually recursive classes such as nodes and edges of
graphs and their extensions.
Ernst, who coined the term “family polymorphism,” improved Beta’s static analysis in the development of the language gbeta to ensure the safety of the use of virtual classes
as extensible mutually recursive classes [12] and also higherorder hierarchies [13], which refer to a mechanism that allows extensible class hierarchies just as in the example of
AST in this paper.
Nested classes in gbeta are designed to be members (or
attributes) of an object of their enclosing class as in Beta. So,
in order to instantiate a nested class, an enclosing class has
to be instantiated first and then a constructor of the nested
class is invoked on the enclosing instance (that is, the instance of the enclosing class) as in inner classes of Java [16].
Unlike Java, however, objects from the same nested class
with different enclosing instances are distinguished by the
static analysis, making it possible to create many copies of
the same group and prevent objects from different copies
from being mixed. For example, one can implement hash
tables by a class that has a virtual class implementing elements; then, elements from different instances of hash tables
will not be mixed. Scala [27, 28] and CaesarJ [23] adopt a
similar mechanism of virtual classes. From the type system
point of view, such a mechanism can be considered like dependent types [1]. In fact, a type is a path of (immutable)
field accesses followed by a class name in the virtual class
calculus [14], which models gbeta-style virtual classes described above.
On the one hand, these languages are more powerful
than ours in the following points. First, as mentioned above,
groups are finer grained and their number is unbounded since
they are expressed by objects. Second, they can better deal
with the situation where the identity of a group is abstracted
out. For example, consider hash tables that are put into a
data structure such as a list. Then, information on which hash
tables are held by the list is lost in general. Nevertheless, it
is still possible to extract an element from a hash table and
put it back to the same hash table without exactly knowing
a type of an element. In some sense, the type systems of
these languages are equipped with some kind of existential
types. On the other hand, in our language, once exact type
information is lost, there is no way of recovering it. For
example, it is not possible to invoke replaceOp1() on
inexact AST.Plus. We expect this limitation can be lifted by
introducing a mechanism similar to the unpacking operation
in the context of existential types [24] or by a mechanism
similar to wildcard capture [32].
On the other hand, our typing mechanism seems to have
the advantage that it is easy to express, say, all sorts of

expressions by inexact qualifications. Since there is only a
single kind of qualification for those path dependent types,
it does not seem very easy to express such a type.
More recently, Clarke et al. have proposed another virtual
class calculus called Tribe [9], in which nested classes are
members of an object of their enclosing class, too. Tribe
generalizes types for existing languages of virtual classes
by allowing both final field access .f and class access .C,
which can appear in any order. For example, an expression
this.f (where f is a final field) is also a singleton type,
which denotes the value of this.f; this.C means some
object of the class C nested in this; C.f refers to the object
in field f of some object of C (or one of its subclasses); and
C.D refers to some object of the class D nested in some object
of C (or one of its subclasses).
Tribe types provide fine control over subtyping in a way
similar to, but different from ours. While their qualification .C roughly corresponds to our inexact qualification, the
qualification .f can be considered “very exact” qualification
in the sense that it always denotes a single object, rather than
objects of a single class as our exact qualification denotes.
We believe that these languages, in which nested classes
are treated as members of objects, should benefit from our
exact qualification, which provides an intermediate degree
of exactness between very exact qualification by final field
accesses and ordinary inexact qualifications. For example,
exact types are useful to express standard binary methods
such as equality, which—as far as we understand—does not
seem very straightforward to express with Tribe types only.

6.

Concluding Remarks

We have proposed variant path types to support safe scalable extensibility. Relative path types, a natural extension of
MyType by Bruce et al. in the context of nested classes, enable to describe inter-relationship among classes in the same
group, preserved by extension of the enclosing class. Also,
exact and inexact qualifications give flexible abstractions for
various kinds of set of instances with a rich subtyping hierarchy. The type system has been formalized as an extension
of Featherweight Java, and proved to be sound.
Main future work of this research concerns evaluating the
applicability to a full-blown language such as Java. For example, it is interesting to investigate type inference for parametric methods, which we have already done to some degree
in previous work [29]. Moreover, it would be useful to study
alternative syntactic sugar for variant path types, to support
common programming patterns as in [25]. Implementation
issues are also left for future work but we believe that the
techniques described in Nystrom et al. [25] can be applied to
our proposal, as the semantics of inheritance of our language
is similar (in fact, simpler).
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By induction on the derivation of e −→ e0 with case analysis
on the last rule used. We show only main cases.
fields(A) = T f
Case R-F IELD: e = new A(e).fi
e0 = ei

A.

Proof Sketches

We sketch the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. (Theorem 3 is
their easy consequence.) The structure of the proof of subject reduction is similar to those for Featherweight Java and
Featherweight GJ [17]. So, we first prove various substitution lemmas, which are all proved by induction on the
derivations, including the following four:
L EMMA 1 (Type Substitution Preserves Subtyping). If
X<:U, ∆ ` S <: T and ∅ ` U ok and ∅ ` A <: U, then
[A/X]∆ ` [A/X]S <: [A/X]T.

Proof of Theorem 1

By T-F IELD, and T-N EW, we have
∅ ` A ok
∅ ` A <# A0

∅; ∅ ` e : S
U fi ∈ fields(A0 )

∅ ` S <: [A/This]T
T = [A/This]U

By Lemma 5, U fi ∈ fields(A) and U = Ti . Thus, ∅; ∅ ` ei :
Si and ∅ ` Si <: T, finishing the case.
Case R-I NVK: e = er .<E>m(d)
er = new A(e)
mbody(m, A) = <X>(x)e0
e0 = [d/x, er /this][E/X, A/This]e0
By T-I NVK and T-N EW, we have
∅ ` A ok
∅ ` A <# A0
∅ ` E ok
∅; ∅ ` e : S
T = [E/X, A/This]S0 .

∅; ∅ ` new A(e) : A
mtype(m, A0 ) = <X/U>T→S0
∅ ` E <: [E/X][A/@This]U
∅ ` S <: [E/X][A/@This]T

L EMMA 2 (Type Substitution Preserves Type Well-formedness).
By Lemma 6, mtype(A) = <X/U>T→S0 . Then, by Lemma 7,
If X<:U, ∆ ` T ok and ∅ ` A, U ok and ∅ ` A <: U, then
there exist B and U0 such that
[A/X]∆ ` [A/X]T ok.
L EMMA 3 (Type Substitution Preserves Typing). If
X<:U, ∆; Γ ` e : T and ∅ ` U ok and ∅ ` A <: U,
then there exists T0 such that [A/X]∆; [A/X]Γ ` [A/X]e : T0
and [A/X]∆ ` T0 <: [A/X]T.
L EMMA 4 (Substitution Preserves Typing). If ∆; Γ, x:T `
e : T0 and ∆; Γ ` d : S and ∆ ` S <: T, then there exists
T0 0 such that ∆; Γ ` [d/x]e : T0 0 and ∆; Γ ` T0 0 <: T0 .
In the proofs of the last two lemmas about typing, we also
use lemmas stating that type substitution is covariant, i.e., if
∆ ` S1 <: S2 , then ∆ ` [S1 /X]T <: [S2 /X]T, and that exact
type substitution is contravariant, i.e., If ∆ ` S1 <: S2 and
[S2 /@X]T is well defined, then ∆ ` [S2 /@X]T <: [S1 /@X]T.
Then, we prove properties of lookup functions: a field or
method of some class is also present in any of its subclasses
and, if a method type lookup succeeds, then a method body
lookup also succeeds and the body is well typed.
L EMMA 5. If ∅ ` A <# A0 and T f ∈ fields(A0 ), then
T f ∈ fields(A).
L EMMA 6. If ∅ ` A <# A0 and mtype(A0 ) = <X/U>S→S0 ,
then mtype(A) = <X/U>S→S0 .
L EMMA 7. If mtype(m, A) = <X/U>T→T0 , then there exist
x, e0 , B and T0 such that mbody(m, A) = <X>(x)e0 and ∆ `
A <# B and This<:inexact(B), X<:U; this : This, x:T `
e0 : S0 and This<:inexact(B), X<:U ` S0 <: T0 .

∅ ` A <# B
This<:inexact(B), X<:U; x:S, this:This ` e0 : U0
This<:inexact(B), X<:U ` U0 <: S0 .
We can prove that ∅ ` A <# B implies ∅ ` A <: inexact(B).
Then, by Lemma 3, there exists U0 0 such that
∅; x : [E/X][A/This]S, this : A ` [E/X][A/This]e0 : U0 0
∅ ` U0 0 <: [E/X][A/This]U0 .
We also have
∅ ` [E/X][A/This]U0 <: [E/X][A/This]S0
by Lemma 1. Finally, by Lemma 4, there exists U0 00 such that
∅; ∅ ` e0 : U0 00

∅ ` U0 00 <: U0 0 .

Finally, by S-T RANS, ∅ ` U0 00 <: T, finishing the case.
Case RC-I NVK -R ECV: e = e0 .<E>m(e>
e0 −→ e0 0
e0 = e0 0 .<E>m(e)
By T-I NVK, we have
∅; ∅ ` e0 : T0
∅ ` exact(T0 ) <# A0
∅ ` E ok
∅; ∅ ` e : S
T = [E/X][T0 /This]S0

mtype(m, A0 ) = <X/U>T→S0
∅ ` E <: [E/X][T0 /@This]U
∅ ` S <: [E/X][T0 /@This]T

By the induction hypothesis, there exists T0 0 such that
∅; ∅ ` e0 0 : T0 0

[3] Kim B. Bruce. Some challenging typing issues in objectoriented languages. In Proceedings of Workshop on ObjectOriented Development (WOOD’03), volume 82 of Electronic
Notes in Theoretical Computer Science, 2003.

∅ ` T0 0 <: T0 .

We have ∅ ` exact(T0 0 ) <# A0 . Since [T0 /@This]U and
[T0 /@This]T are well defined, by contravariance of exact
type substitution and Lemma 1,
∅ ` [E/X][T0 /@This]U <: [E/X][T0 0 /@This]U
∅ ` [E/X][T0 /@This]T <: [E/X][T0 0 /@This]T .

[5] Kim B. Bruce, Martin Odersky, and Philip Wadler. A
statically safe alternative to virtual types. In Proceedings of
12th European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming
(ECOOP’98), volume 1445 of Lecture Notes on Computer
Science, pages 523–549, Brussels, Belgium, July 1998.
Springer Verlag.

By T-I NVK,
∅; ∅ ` e0 0 .<E>m(e) : [E/X][T0 0 /This]S0 .
Finally, by covariance of type substitution, we have
0

∅ ` [E/X][T0 /This]S0 <: [E/X][T0 /This]S0
finishing the case.
A.2

¤

Proof of Theorem 2

By induction on e. We show only main cases.
Case:

e = e0 .fi

If e0 is not a value, by the induction hypothesis, e0 −→ e0 0
for some e0 0 ; then, use RC-F IELD.
On the other hand, if e0 is a value, then, by T-F IELD, it
must be of the form new A0 (v) and T fi ∈ fields(A0 0 ) for
some A0 0 such that ∅ ` A0 <# A0 0 . By Lemma 5 and T-N EW,
fields(A0 ) = T f ∈ T fi . Then, e0 .fi −→ vi .
Case:

e = e0 .<E>m(e)

If ei is not a value, by the induction hypothesis, ei −→ e0 i
for some e0 i ; then, use RC-I NVK -R ECV (if i = 0) or
RC-I NVK -A RG (otherwise).
On the other hand, if e0 is a value, then by T-I NVK,
it must be of the form new A0 (v) and mtype(m, A0 0 ) =
<X/U>S→S0 for some A0 0 such that ∅; ∅ ` A0 <# A0 0 . By
Lemma 6, mtype(m, A0 ) = <X/U>S→S0 and, by Lemma 7,
mbody(m, A0 ) = <X>(x)e0 where |x| = |e|. Thus, we have
e −→ [e/x, new A0 (v)/this][E/X, A0 /This]e0
finishing the case.

[4] Kim B. Bruce and J. Nathan Foster. LOOJ: Weaving LOOM
into Java. In Proceedings of European Conference on ObjectOriented Programming (ECOOP2004), volume 3086 of
Lecture Notes on Computer Science, Oslo, Norway, June
2004. Springer Verlag.
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